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ABSTRACT Nitrate-reducing iron(II)-oxidizing bacteria have been known for approximately 20 years. There has been much debate as to what extent the reduction of nitrate and the oxidation of ferrous iron are coupled via enzymatic pathways or via abiotic processes induced by nitrite formed by heterotrophic denitrification. The aim of the present study was to assess the coupling of nitrate reduction and iron(II) oxidation by monitoring changes in substrate concentrations, as well as in the activity of nitrate-reducing bacteria in natural littoral freshwater sediment, in response to stimulation with nitrate and iron(II). In substrate-amended microcosms, we found that the biotic oxidation of ferrous iron depended on the simultaneous microbial reduction of nitrate. Additionally, the abiotic oxidation of ferrous iron by nitrite in sterilized sediment was not fast enough to explain the iron oxidation rates observed in microbially active sediment. Furthermore, the expression levels of genes coding for enzymes crucial for nitrate reduction were in some setups stimulated by the presence of ferrous iron. These results indicate that there is a direct influence of ferrous iron on bacterial denitrification and support the hypothesis that microbial nitrate reduction is stimulated by biotic iron(II) oxidation.

IMPORTANCE The coupling of nitrate reduction and Fe(II) oxidation affects the environment at a local scale, e.g., by changing nutrient or heavy metal mobility in soils due to the formation of Fe(III) minerals, as well as at a global scale, e.g., by the formation of the primary greenhouse gas nitrous oxide. Although the coupling of nitrate reduction and Fe(II) oxidation was reported 20 years ago and has been studied intensively since then, the underlying mechanisms still remain unknown. One of the main knowledge gaps is the extent of enzymatic Fe(II) oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction, which has frequently been questioned in the literature. In the present study, we provide evidence for microbially mediated nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidation in freshwater sediments. This evidence is based on the rates of nitrate reduction and Fe(II) oxidation determined in microcosm incubations and on the effect of iron on the expression of genes required for denitrification.
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microaerobic (6), phototrophic (7), or nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-oxidizing bacteria (8) and the reduction of iron by Fe(III)-reducing bacteria that can grow either heterotrophically with organic carbon or autotrophically using hydrogen as electron donor and CO₂ as carbon source (9, 10).

The Fe cycle is of great importance, as the speciation of Fe and the properties of Fe minerals that are formed or dissolved by biotic or abiotic reactions can affect the availability of nutrients and trace elements (11, 12). Furthermore, the Fe cycle is coupled to many other elementary cycles, such as the C and N cycles (5, 13). Recently, the role of microbes in the coupling of Fe and N cycling has been questioned (14–16). This is because many cultures of nitrate-reducing Fe-oxidizing bacteria can only grow mixotrophically with an organic cosubstrate (13, 17, 18). The oxidation of Fe was thus suggested to be an abiotic side-reaction (14). This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that all heterotrophic nitrate-reducing bacterial cultures seem to be capable of oxidizing Fe(II) (19). Furthermore, unlike microaerophilic Fe(II) oxidizers and photoferrots, most nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-oxidizing bacteria lack mechanisms to prevent cell encrustation in Fe(III) minerals (20, 21). This missing adaptation was interpreted as indication of unintentional Fe(II) oxidation caused by nitrite accumulation during nitrate reduction, yet new findings suggest that no significant encrustation of nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-oxidizing bacteria occurs during autotrophic growth (22).

So far, the only known laboratory culture that can be maintained over the long term under autotrophic conditions is the enrichment culture KS. Additionally, several pure cultures which are capable of autotrophic nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidation have been described (8, 23–29). However, the ability for continuous Fe(II) oxidation and autotrophic growth over several generations has not yet been shown for all these cultures. Very recently the existence of autotrophic nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-oxidizing bacteria has also been demonstrated for a coastal marine sediment (30). This suggests the existence of a mechanism for enzymatic Fe(II) oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction and raises the question of whether this process is unique to marine sediments or also occurs in other environmental habitats, such as freshwater sediments.

In the present study, we assessed the influence at the molecular level of iron(II) on the nitrate-reducing members of a bacterial community. This was achieved by following Fe and dissolved N species over time in microcosm incubations with littoral freshwater sediment from Lake Constance, Germany. Additionally, we used molecular approaches to quantify abundances and activity levels of nitrate-reducing community members.

RESULTS

Geochemical properties of sediment, pore water, and overlying water. Lake Constance littoral sediment consists mainly of quartz sand (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material) with 54.8% ± 2.2% silica by weight (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). It has a sandy structure (Fig. 1), with a pore water content of 22.1% ± 4.3% in the top 3 cm (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). The total iron content of the dry sediment was 1.4% ± 0.2% (Table S1). The top 1.5 mm of the sediment was oxic, containing up to 267.5 ± 0.9 μmol per liter O₂ (Fig. 1A). Consequently, the dissolved Fe(II) in the pore water ranged from 184.3 ± 8.4 μM in the oxic top 1.5 mm to 230 ± 4.1 μM in the lower anoxic layers, where it remained constant (Fig. 1D). In the overlying water the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content was 1.8 ± 0.0 mg per liter and the sedimentary total organic carbon (TOC) content was 1.6%. The dissolved nitrate concentration in the overlying water was 52.5 ± 1.1 μM, and neither nitrite nor dissolved Fe(II) were detected.

Nitrate and nitrite concentrations in microbially active microcosms over time. In order to determine the influence of Fe(II) and Fe(III) on microbial denitrification we followed nitrate and nitrite concentrations in microcosm setups amended with different combinations of nitrate or nitrite and Fe(II) or Fe(III). The high reactivity of nitrate and nitrite, together with the time-consuming setup of the microcosm experiments until the first samples could be analyzed, would lead to a discrepancy between the
concentrations added in amended microcosms and the measured time-zero \( t_0 \) concentrations. No additional organic carbon was added.

All setups amended with nitrate showed complete removal of 2 mM nitrate and the simultaneous production of approximately 0.25 mM nitrite (Fig. 2B, C, and E). In microcosms amended with nitrate only, nitrate removal took 11 days at an average nitrate consumption rate of 245.7 \( \pm \) 27.5 \( \mu \)M per day (Fig. 2B). With Fe(II) present in addition to nitrate (Fig. 2C), nitrate removal was completed after 7 days at an average
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**FIG 1** Oxygen, pH, redox potential (relative to the standard hydrogen electrode [SHE]), and Fe(II) profiles measured in Lake Constance littoral sediment cores (error bars indicate standard deviation of triplicate profiles).
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**FIG 2** Nitrate (green) and nitrite (red) concentrations in different microcosm setups (triplicates shown with triangle, square, and diamond symbols). After the initial amendment (5 mM each Fe(II) and Fe(III) in addition to 1 mM derived from the sediment, 2 mM each nitrate and nitrite), microcosms were spiked with nitrate or nitrite at day 60 (see arrows). Fe conversion data of the same experiments are shown in Fig. 3.
rate of 307.6 ± 12.9 μM per day while with Fe(III) present (Fig. 2E) nitrate removal took 15 days at an average rate of 218.4 ± 20.4 μM per day. After an additional spike with 2 mM nitrate at day 60, nitrate removal patterns were similar (Fig. 2), yet nitrite production was only observed in setups amended with both nitrate and Fe(II) (Fig. 2C). In microcosms amended with both nitrite and Fe(II), 2 mM nitrite was completely removed within 3 days at a nitrite consumption rate of 502.8 ± 12.6 μM per day (Fig. 2D). A similarly fast nitrite removal was observed after a second nitrite spike at day 60.

In setups without nitrate or nitrite amendment (Fig. 2A and F), both nitrate and nitrite remained constant in the low μM range.

**Fe speciation over time in microbially active setups.** Microcosms spiked initially with only nitrate contained on average 1.17 ± 0.59 mM total natural Fe, of which 7.7% ± 1.4% was Fe(III) derived from the sediment (Fig. 3B). On average 34% ± 5% of the natural Fe was oxidized within 11 days, in parallel to nitrate consumption (Fig. 2B). After these first 11 days, Fe(III) was completely reduced to Fe(II) within the following 7 days. Following the nitrate spike at day 60, Fe(II) oxidation and rereduction of the formed Fe(III) showed a similar pattern, i.e., Fe(II) was oxidized over 10 days, concomitant with nitrate consumption, and the formed Fe(III) was completely rereduced afterwards. In microcosms amended with both nitrate and Fe(II), the starting Fe concentration was 4.63 ± 0.46 mM Fe, of which 7.5% ± 0.8% was Fe(III) (Fig. 3C). After 7 days, again concomitant with nitrate consumption (Fig. 2C), 9.4% ± 1.5% of the total Fe was oxidized, and subsequently all Fe(III) was completely rereduced within 8 days. After spiking again with nitrate at day 60, 2 replicates showed oxidation of only 2 to 5% Fe(II) over 4 days, followed by immediate Fe(III) reduction. In one replicate that showed slower nitrate removal, 25.8% Fe(II) was oxidized over 10 days and subsequently completely rereduced to Fe(II) (Fig. 3C). In microcosms amended with nitrate and the Fe(II) mineral ferrihydrite (Fig. 3E), oxidation of the complete sediment Fe(II) was observed during nitrate reduction. Rereduction of all Fe(III) present started at day 21, with a lag phase of 6 days after nitrate was completely reduced. Over 32 days, 82.0% ± 2.8% of the total Fe was reduced. After spiking with nitrate at day 60, Fe(II) oxidation started immediately, resulting in a maximum of 57.3% ± 4.0% Fe(III) within 10 days,
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**FIG 3** Fe(II)/Fe(tot) ratios in different microcosm setups (triplicates shown with triangle, square and diamond symbols). After the initial amendment (5 mM each Fe(II) and Fe(III) in addition to 1 mM derived from the sediment, 2 mM each nitrate and nitrite), microcosms were spiked with nitrate or nitrite at day 60 (see arrows). Nitrate and nitrite consumption of the same experiments are shown in Fig. 2. Fe(tot), total iron.
which was subsequently rereduced. In microcosms amended with Fe(II) and nitrite (Fig. 3D), 11.2% ± 0.8% Fe was oxidized within 2 days and immediately completely rereduced. After a second nitrite spike on day 60, no oxidation of Fe(II) was observed. In setups amended with only Fe(II) and no nitrate (Fig. 3A), Fe(II) remained constant in two replicates, and one replicate showed slow and steady oxidation of 36% of the Fe(II) over the entire incubation time of 82 days. In unamended controls (Fig. 3F), the initially present Fe was fully reduced to 100% Fe(II) and remained as Fe(II) over the whole incubation time.

Abiotic oxidation of Fe(II) by nitrite. To assess the extent to which the oxidation of Fe(II) that occurs during the reduction of nitrate might be caused by abiotic reactions with nitrite, both Fe and nitrite were monitored over time in microcosms sterilized by autoclaving. Over 53 days, 0.86 ± 0.18 mM nitrite (of the added 2 mM) was removed together with the oxidation of 72.8% ± 3.8% of the initially present 5.04 mM Fe(II) (Fig. 4B and D). This corresponds to a Fe(II) oxidation rate of 74.5 ± 10.1 μM per day. After spiking with 2 mM nitrite on day 60, both nitrite and Fe(II) remained constant.

Consumption and production of organic matter. Volatile fatty acids (VFA) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) were quantified over time to link Fe(II) oxidation and Fe(III) reduction to the bioavailability of organic carbon. Organic carbon was not amended, and all concentrations measured are derived from the sediment.

Initial DOC concentration in the overlying water was 10.7 ± 0.6 mg per liter. The highest DOC levels of 21.9 ± 2.5 mg per liter were measured after 45 days in microcosms amended with nitrite and Fe(II), while the lowest levels of 2.4 ± 0.3 mg per liter were found after 12 days in microcosms amended with nitrate and Fe(III). In setups amended with only Fe(II) as well as in unamended controls (Fig. 5A and F), DOC concentrations decreased constantly over 45 days of incubation. In all setups amended with nitrate (Fig. 5B, C, and E), DOC decreased during nitrate reduction over the first 12 days. After nitrate reduction ceased, DOC strongly increased in setups amended with nitrate and Fe(II) (Fig. 5C). In setups with only nitrate or nitrate and Fe(III) (Fig. 5B and
E), DOC increased only slightly after nitrate reduction was completed. Only in the setups that were amended with Fe(II) and nitrite (Fig. 5D) did the DOC increase constantly during 45 days of incubation.

The initial total concentration of all analyzed VFAs (acetate, formate, propionate, butyrate, isobutyrate, pyruvate, lactate, and valerate) in the microcosms was 89.5 ± 3.7 μM. As with the DOC values, the highest total VFA concentrations of up to 800.0 ± 45.9 μM were measured after 45 days of incubation in setups amended with Fe(II) and nitrite. The lowest concentrations (3.1 ± 0.9 μM) were measured in microcosms amended with nitrate after 12 days of incubation. All samples were dominated by acetate (76.7% ± 21.5% of the total VFA), which also resembled the overall trends.

**Abundance and activity of nitrate- and nitrite-reducing bacteria.** In order to assess whether Fe impacts microbial denitrification at a molecular level over time, we quantified gene copy numbers and gene transcripts of 16S rRNA genes, as well as functional genes encoding periplasmic nitrate reductase (napA), membrane-bound nitrate reductase (narG), copper-dependent nitrite reductase (nirK), and cytochrome cd₁ nitrite reductase (nirS). We found that abundances of all monitored genes remained mostly constant over the measured time points in all setups. Slight changes in overall bacterial abundances (16S rRNA) were reflected in abundances of the functional genes (Fig. 6). Gene expression levels of all functional genes, i.e., the proportion of DNA gene copies represented as cDNA, were between 1.1% and 1.7% in the natural sediment. In control setups without substrate amendment (Fig. 6F), expression levels decreased within the first 12 days of incubation and subsequently stayed constant below 0.5%. Overall, gene expression levels increased over the first 12 days of incubation and then decreased to levels similar to those in the unamended controls. Fe(II) alone (Fig. 6A) triggered a greater increase in gene expression levels of all functional genes, greater than that triggered by nitrate alone (Fig. 6B) or by Fe(II) in combination with nitrate (Fig. 6C). The highest expression levels, 19.9% for napA and 11.7% for nirS, were measured in microcosms amended with Fe(II) and nitrite (Fig. 6D). Only the microcosms amended with Fe(III) and nitrate (Fig. 6E) showed expression levels at day 45 higher than the starting levels. Expression levels at day 12 could not be determined in these setups due to too-low RNA concentrations.
DISCUSSION

Dependence of microbial Fe(II) oxidation on the presence of nitrate and nitrite.

Our experiments clearly showed that the oxidation of Fe(II) depends on the simultaneous reduction of nitrate or nitrite. No oxidation of Fe(II) could be observed in most setups without amendment of nitrate or nitrite (Fig. 2 and 3A and F) whereas in nitrate-spiked setups Fe(II) oxidation was limited to the duration of nitrate reduction. One replicate of the setup amended with only Fe(II) showed slow and steady Fe(II) oxidation (Fig. 3A), yet this replicate showed a distinct oxidation ring at the liquid surface, indicating an air leak and subsequent abiotic oxidation of Fe(II). As soon as nitrate or nitrite was completely used up, net Fe(II) oxidation ceased, and net Fe(III) reduction remained the dominating Fe-converting process in all setups. We also did not see a correlation between Fe(II) oxidation and the accumulation of nitrite, which has been previously reported as the main driver of abiotic Fe(II) oxidation during nitrate reduction (21).

The oxidation of iron coupled to the reduction of nitrate is based on the following stoichiometry: 10 Fe^{2+} + 2 NO_3^{-} + 24 H_2O \rightarrow 10 Fe(OH)_3 + N_2 + 18 H^+ 

According to this equation, a ratio of NO_3^{-} (reduced)/Fe(II) (oxidized) of 0.2 is expected if nitrate reduction is coupled completely to Fe(II) oxidation (30), while for heterotrophic nitrate reduction the ratios are expected to be higher. As further described in Laufer et al. (31), this ideal ratio is expected to be even lower due to the fact that the electrons resulting from the oxidation of Fe(II) cannot be used exclusively for the reduction of nitrate but also feed into CO_2-fixing reactions that produce biomass, in particular in autotrophic nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidizers.

In microcosms amended with nitrate only or with both nitrate and Fe(II), the reduction of 2 mM nitrate was coupled to the oxidation of approximately 0.4 mM Fe (Fig. 2B and C and 3B and C), corresponding to an NO_3^{-} (reduced)/Fe(II) (oxidized) ratio of 5. This implies that a significant part of the nitrate reduction was performed heterotrophically. After spiking again with 2 mM nitrate on day 60, the NO_3^{-} (reduced)/Fe(II) (oxidized) ratio in microcosms amended with only nitrate remained similar at a value of 5, indicating no mechanistic change in the reduction of nitrate. In contrast, in microcosms...
amended with both nitrate and Fe(II), the reduction of 2 mM nitrate was coupled to the oxidation of less than 0.1 mM Fe(II) after the nitrate spike on day 60 (NO$_3^-$/Fe(II)$_{\text{oxidized}}$ ratio of 20). In microcosms amended with both nitrate and Fe(III) but lacking addition of Fe(II), nitrate reduction started heterotrophically on day 0. When nitrate was completely removed, Fe(III) reduction started and provided a supply of Fe(II) (Fig. 3E). Subsequently, after a second nitrate spike on day 60, the reduction of 2 mM nitrate was coupled to the oxidation of approximately 2.4 mM Fe(II), corresponding to an NO$_3^-$/Fe(II)$_{\text{oxidized}}$ ratio of 0.8.

Role of cryptic Fe cycling for Fe(II) oxidation in freshwater sediments amended with nitrate. One additional factor that could potentially influence the measurable ratio of NO$_3^-$/Fe(II)$_{\text{oxidized}}$ is cryptic Fe cycling (32,33). Cryptic element cycling refers to rapid turnover of redox species that occurs too fast to be detected, but which ultimately alters the measured budgets of involved electron donors and terminal electron acceptors. In our setups, the immediate rereduction of Fe(III) produced by Fe(II) oxidation might lead to overestimation of the NO$_3^-$/Fe(II)$_{\text{oxidized}}$ ratio, i.e., the actual amount of Fe(II) oxidized could be higher than determined based on the present Fe(II) concentrations. The fact that Fe(III) reduction started instantaneously after complete nitrate reduction, which is required for Fe(II) oxidation, suggests cryptic Fe cycling in most biotic setups, i.e., Fe(III) is probably also reduced during the time period when we see a net Fe(II) oxidation. This allows a relative comparison of the ratios and, consequently, a determination of the impact of autotrophic nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation. In microcosms amended with nitrate and Fe(III), reduction of Fe(III) started only after a lag phase of 6 days after nitrate reduction was finished, indicating the absence of cryptic Fe cycling during nitrate reduction in these setups.

Impact of DOC on Fe(II) oxidation in freshwater sediment. The high NO$_3^-$/Fe(II)$_{\text{oxidized}}$ ratio in microcosms amended with nitrate and Fe(II) coincides with a high present DOC concentration (17 mg per liter at day 45 compared to 11 mg per liter at day 0), indicating that at this point, nitrate reduction was performed almost exclusively heterotrophically. In microcosms amended with nitrate and Fe(III) that lacked the initial supply of Fe(II), nitrate reduction started, probably heterotrophically, on day 0. However, after a nitrate spike on day 60, the low NO$_3^-$/Fe(II)$_{\text{oxidized}}$ ratio of 0.8 indicates an increased utilization of Fe(II) as electron donor by autotrophic or mixotrophic nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidizers. Considering the very low DOC concentration of only 3 mg per liter at this time point, a strong impact of mixotrophic or even autotrophic nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidizers is indicated. This is also indicated by the rates of nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidation measured in different setups and at different DOC concentrations. The highest rate of nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation, 154.8 ± 36.2 µM per day, coincided with a DOC concentration of 3.2 ± 0.6 mg per liter in microcosms amended with Fe(III) and nitrate after the nitrate spike on day 60. With increasing DOC concentration, the Fe(II) oxidation rate consistently dropped. At a DOC concentration of 10.7 ± 0.6 mg per liter in microcosms amended with Fe(II) and nitrate from the start of the experiment, the rate of nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidation was only 15.0 ± 6.7 µM per day. At the highest DOC concentration of 21.8 ± 2.5 mg per liter measured in microcosms amended with Fe(II) and nitrite, no Fe(II) oxidation was observed. This implies that heterotrophic nitrate reduction is favored by the nitrate-reducing bacterial community, yet under carbon-limited conditions Fe(II) can be used as electron donor. In addition, low DOC levels would limit Fe(III) reduction, which would also lead to a higher net Fe(II) oxidation rate. These findings coincide with the results of Laufer et al. (31), strengthening the interpretation that under low concentration of DOC the use of electrons from Fe(II) oxidation for the autotrophic reduction of nitrate becomes increasingly important. This is particularly important for environments with fluctuating DOC content, such as lake sediments, and for agriculturally used soils where high nitrate inputs and subsequent consumption might lead to a depletion of DOC.

Microbially mediated Fe(II) oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction in freshwater sediments. Because all Fe(II) oxidation rates measured in biotic setups have to be
considered net rates, which include the biotic and abiotic oxidation of Fe(II) as well as the reduction of Fe(III), we tried to assess the proportions of the individual processes. The rate of Fe(II) oxidation resulting from the abiotic reaction with nitrite could be determined in microcosms with sediment that was sterilized by autoclaving. Additionally, biotic Fe(III) reduction rates were considered to display only Fe(III) reduction because Fe(II) oxidation was expected to be impossible due to the lack of nitrate, nitrite, light, or oxygen. Summing up the rates of biotic Fe(III) reduction and abiotic Fe(II) oxidation by nitrite resulted in the theoretical net Fe conversion rate that is displayed in Fig. 7. All measured Fe conversion rates from different microcosm setups showed faster Fe(II) oxidation over time than that suggested by the calculated net Fe conversion rate. This implies that in addition to the abiotic side reaction with nitrite, Fe(II) oxidation is coupled to active nitrate reduction, even in setups with high DOC concentration where Fe(II) oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction plays a minor role compared to that in heterotrophic nitrate reduction. The negative correlation of the DOC concentration and the proportion of Fe(II) oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction indicates a high impact of microbially mediated processes for the coupling of nitrate reduction and Fe(II) oxidation.

Copy numbers of genes encoding nitrate and nitrite reductases revealed the same trends as for 16S rRNA genes, indicating that none of the substrate amendments caused significant changes in abundances of denitrifying bacteria. Gene expression levels, however, clearly varied between different setups and over time. First of all, expression levels of all nitrate and nitrite reductases stayed stable after nitrate amendment, whereas they dropped without this amendment. This indicates that the natural lake sediment is constantly supplied with nitrate, which is immediately consumed by bacteria and thus is barely measurable in the sediment or the overlying water column. Setups amended with Fe(II) showed elevated expression levels of nitrate- and nitrite-reductase-encoding genes (Fig. 6A). This correlates with results of former studies, which reported enhanced nitrate reduction rates in the presence of Fe(II) (15, 17); in addition, we could link this increased nitrate reduction to enhanced gene expression, possibly caused by the presence of Fe(II). The effects of high Fe(III) concentrations on the
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**FIG 7** Fe conversion rates (i.e., net rates displaying simultaneous Fe(II) oxidation and Fe(III) reduction) dependent on DOC content, as determined from microcosm experiments amended with 5 mM Fe(II) or Fe(III) and 2 mM nitrate or nitrite. The theoretical net Fe conversion displays the assumption that Fe(II) oxidation would happen abiotically only by reaction with nitrite. The difference between the theoretical net Fe conversion (orange dotted line) and the actual measured Fe conversion (green marked range) represents the contribution of microbially catalyzed Fe(II) oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction.
expression of nitrate- and nitrite-reductase-encoding genes could not be determined. The decreased Fe(II) oxidation rates in the setups amended with Fe(III) could be caused by either downregulation of nitrate and nitrite reductases or by competition for organic carbon between nitrate- and Fe(III)-reducing bacteria. However, it could also be explained by an inhibitory effect due to Fe(III) reduction (34). The strongest effect on the expression of nitrate- and nitrite-reductase encoding genes was found in setups amended with Fe(II) and nitrite. This is especially remarkable, as by the time samples for DNA/RNA quantification were taken, nitrite had already been removed from the aqueous phase for several days. Still, RNA for the nitrite reductase was expressed. As mRNA has only a short half-life (35, 36), the continuous expression of the nitrite reductase (even in the absence of nitrite) might be due to an ongoing stress response towards nitrate toxicity (37, 38).

Implications for the existence of microbially mediated nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidation. With the discovery of Fe(II) oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction (8), the question arose of whether or not this metabolism is mainly driven by biotic or abiotic processes. The dependence of Fe(II) oxidation on nitrate reduction shown in many studies led to the conclusion that both processes are enzymatically coupled. Nevertheless, many isolated nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidizers need an organic cosubstrate for growth. In combination with the observation that ordinary nitrate-reducing bacteria can potentially oxidize Fe(II) (17, 19, 21, 39) abiotically by reactive nitrogen species for growth, this metabolic coupling of nitrate reduction and Fe(II) oxidation truly exists. Additionally, recent studies demonstrate the existence of autotrophic nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidizers in marine sediments (30), and our findings reveal an influence of Fe(II) on the expression of genes encoding enzymes responsible for denitrification. From these findings we conclude that Fe(II) oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction is mainly a microbially mediated process. Future studies could focus on DNA-SIP (stable isotope probing) to determine the community members utilizing this type of metabolism or on nano-SIMS (nanoscale secondary-ion mass spectrometry) experiments in enriched or pure cultures to unravel the underlying mechanism of nitrate-reducing Fe(II) oxidation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sampling site and sampling procedure. Littoral sediment and water samples were taken in September 2015 and February 2016 at Lake Constance, a freshwater lake in southern Germany, at a location in the northwestern arm known as the Überlingersee, which is near the island of Mainau at 47°41′42.63″ N and 9°11′40.29″ E, at a water depth of 0.5 to 1.0 m. Temperature, pH, salinity, and oxygen saturation of the water were measured directly at the site with a multimeter (Multi 3430; WTW) equipped with a Pt electrode with a temperature sensor (SenTrix; WTW), a conductivity electrode (TetraCon92; WTW), and an oxygen sensor (FDO925; WTW). Sediment and water samples were transported to the laboratory at 4°C and the sediment was processed immediately for geochemical measurements and microcosm incubations.

Microelectrode measurements. In September 2015, microelectrode measurements were performed directly at the site, immediately after sediment sampling in 50-ml syringes (10 cm × 2.5 cm) with cutoff tips. High-resolution profiles of dissolved O2, pH, and redox potential were measured with commercially available glass microelectrodes with a 100-μm tip diameter (Unisense, Denmark). Vertical profiles of oxygen were measured at a depth resolution of 200 μm, and all other parameters were determined at a resolution of 500 μm using a manual micromanipulator. Data were recorded with the software Sensor Trace Pro (Unisense, Denmark). Before and during measurements, the overlying water in the sediment cores was aerated, as the littoral surface sediment in situ is saturated with oxygen. For each parameter, triplicate profiles were measured in the same sediment core at different positions. Profiles of dissolved Fe(II) were obtained using a DLK-100A potentiostat (Analytical Instrument Systems, Flemington, NJ) with a standard three-electrode system. The working electrode was a 100-μm gold amalgam (Au/Hg) glass electrode which was constructed as described by Brendel and Luther (40). The reference electrode was an Ag wire coated in Ag/AgCl; a Pt wire was used as a counter electrode. Working and reference electrodes were replaced before the measurements. Fe(II) calibrations were done using Mn2+ standards with subsequent conversions to Fe2+ concentrations using the pilot ion method (40, 41). A pilot ion factor of 1.3 was determined. Cyclic voltammograms for Mn2+ and Fe2+ were collected by scanning from −0.1 V to −2.0 V and back to −0.1 V (versus Ag/AgCl) at a scan rate of 1,000 mV/s. An initial conditioning step of applying −0.05 V for 5 s followed by holding at −0.9 V for 10 s, was set to remove previously deposited species (40). After the conditioning step, the electrode equilibrated for 5 s before scan potentials were applied. Ten scans were done at each measurement point, and the resulting voltammograms were integrated using the VOLTINT program for Matlab (42).
**Sediment characterization.** Water content of the littoral sediment was determined on a wet-weight basis in triplicate by weighing portions of wet sediment, drying them for 4 days at 80°C, and subsequently determining the dry weight. The elemental composition of the sediment was determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis with a Bruker AXS S4 Pioneer X-ray fluorescence spectrometer and micro-X-ray diffraction (µXRD) (Bruker D8 Discover X-ray diffraction instrument; Bruker AXS GmbH, Germany). The samples were analyzed for DOC with a high-TOC Elementar instrument.

**Microcosm setup.** Lake water for the microcosm experiments was purged with N2 gas for 1 h, sterile-filtered (0.22 µm, mixed ester cellulose membrane) under an N2 atmosphere in a glove box, and buffered with 22 mM bicarbonate buffer. The pH of the water was adjusted with sterile anoxic 1 M HCl to pH 7.6, which was the pH measured in the original lake water before purging. Hundred-ml serum bottles were filled with 5 g of wet sediment and 50 ml of filter-sterilized lake water (to most closely mimic in situ conditions), sealed with a butyl rubber stopper, and crimped. The headspace was replaced by N2/CO2 (95/5, vol/vol) gas. To inhibit microbial sulfate reduction, sterile anoxic Na2MoO4 solution was added to a final concentration of 1 mM. Additional additives (all sterile and anoxic) were added to the lake water in the following concentrations and in various combinations, i.e., 5 mM Fe(II) (FeCl2), 2 mM NO3− (NaNO3), 2 mM NO2− (NaNO2), and 5 mM Fe(III) (ferrihydrite prepared according to Cornell and Schwertmann; 1). Two sets of abiotic controls were run. In one set, microbial activity was inhibited by addition of NaN3 at a final concentration of 160 mM. Due to the removal of nitrite by NaN3, a second control was prepared using sediment that was autoclaved anoxically for 3 times within 3 days. All setups were run in triplicate. Additional sacrificial triplicates of the biotic setups were prepared for DNA/RNA extraction at two time points during incubation. The microcosms were incubated at 26°C in the dark for 90 days.

**Subsampling and analysis of microcosm incubations.** One milliliter of sediment slurry was sampled from each microcosm at each sampling point using a sterile anoxic syringe and needle (inner diameter of 1.20 mm) in an anoxic glove box under an N2 atmosphere, without opening the bottles. Of the sampled slurry, 100 µl was stabilized in 900 µl of 40 mM sulfamic acid/1 M HCl (14, 43) and incubated in the dark on a shaker for 1 h at 150 rpm. The samples were then centrifuged for 5 min at 15.4 × g and the supernatant was used for the spectrophotometric ferrozine assay (44) in a spectrophotometric plate reader (MultiScan, Thermo Scientific, USA) to quantify Fe(II) and, after complete reduction of Fe(III) by hydroxylamine hydrochloride, Fe(total). The remaining slurry samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 15.4 g. The supernatant was diluted 1:10 in Milli-Q water and stored anoxically at 4°C for a maximum of 3 days before measurement of dissolved NO3−/NO2− by a flow injection analysis (FIA) system (3-QuAAnalyst; Bran+Lübbe, Norderstedt, Germany). At two time points during the microcosm incubation, after complete nitrate removal in all setups and after Fe(re)duction in all setups, sacrificial microcosms were harvested. Overlying water was frozen at −80°C in organic-free gas chromatography (GC) vials (burned for 5 h at 450°C) and closed with screw-caps with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) inlet for analysis of volatile fatty acids (VFA), and sediment of triplicate microcosms was pooled and homogenized. The sediment was fixed with LifeGuard soil preservation solution (dianova GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) and frozen at −80°C for total DNA/RNA extraction.

**Analysis of VFAs by 2-dimensional ion chromatography-mass spectrometry.** Prior to analysis, the water samples treated as described above were thawed and filtered through disposable syringe filters (Acrodisc ion chromatography [IC] grade, 0.2 mm pore size, 13 mm diameter). The syringe filters were cleaned by rinsing with 10 ml of Milli-Q water (Ultrapure, type I) directly before use. The first 0.5 ml of filtered sample was discarded and the next 0.5 ml was used for VFA analysis. All samples were analyzed without subsequent dilution. Samples with high acetate concentrations (above 100 mM) were additionally analyzed after 1:10 dilution with Milli-Q water. VFAs were analyzed by 2-dimensional ion chromatography-mass-spectrometry (2D IC-MS), as described in detail in Glombitza et al. (45) and Laufer et al. (31) with some modifications with respect to the low salinity of the lake water samples. The instrument used was a dual Dionex ICS3000 ion chromatograph coupled to an MSQ Plus mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). The first IC dimension is used to separate the bulk VFAs from the inorganic ions of the sample matrix (i.e., the incubation medium). To account for the slightly different retention times of the VFAs in low salinity samples compared to in the saline samples for which the analysis protocol was initially developed, the retention time window directed to the trap column was shifted to 4 to 8.5 min. During this interval, the VFAs were trapped on a concentrator column (Dionex IonPac UTAC-ULP1; Thermo Scientific) and subsequently separated in the second IC dimension. The column for the first dimension was a Dionex IonPac AS24, and for the second dimension a Dionex IonPac AS11HC (both from Thermo Scientific). Blank measurements of Milli-Q water (Ultrapure, type I) were used to correct for background. Quantification was done by comparing the peaks to the peaks from external standard mixtures of all analyzed VFAs at three different concentrations (200, 500, and 800 µg per liter). Detection limits for the individual VFAs were between 0.1 and 0.5 µM. For a detailed discussion of analytical and statistical parameters (detection limits, sensitivity, accuracy, and precision) see Glombitza et al. (45).

**DNA/RNA extraction.** Total DNA and RNA were extracted using the RNA PowerSoil Total RNA isolation kit and RNA PowerSoil DNA Elution accessory kit (Mo Bio Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA). DNA samples were stored at −20°C. RNA samples were further processed with the Turbo DNA-free kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) to remove DNA contaminations. For successful removal of DNA, the protocol for rigorous treatment was followed. The purified RNA was transcribed into cDNA using Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). cDNA samples were stored at −20°C.

**Real-time quantitative PCR.** To quantify relative abundances and activities of denitrifying microorganisms, Real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) for the nitrate-reductase-encoding genes napA and narG
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Amplicon length (bp)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Reaction mixture</th>
<th>Thermal profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>napA</td>
<td>V17 m TGGACVATGGGYTTYAAYC napA4r ACYTCRCGHGCVGRCCCA</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5 µl SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR, 0.5 µl V17 m (5 µM), 0.5 µl napA4r (5 µM), 3 µl PCR water, 1 µl template</td>
<td>15 s at 98°C, 15 s at 55°C, 15 s at 72°C × 45 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narG</td>
<td>narG-f TCGCCSATYCCGCSATGTC narG-r GAGTTGTACCAGTGRCGCSGAYTCSG</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5 µl SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR, 0.5 µl narG-f (5 µM), 0.5 µl narG-r (5 µM), 3 µl PCR water, 1 µl template</td>
<td>10 s at 98°C, 20 s at 62°C × 40 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nirK</td>
<td>nirK876c ATYGGGCGVCAYGGCGA nirK1040 GCCTCGATCAGRTTRTGGTT (modified)</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5 µl SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR, 0.5 µl nirK876c (5 µM), 0.5 µl nirK1040 (5 µM), 3 µl PCR water, 1 µl template</td>
<td>10 s at 98°C, 20 s at 58°C × 40 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nirS</td>
<td>nirSc3aF AACGYSAAGGARACSGG nirSrCD GASTTCGGRTGSGTCTTSAYGAA</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5 µl SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR, 1 µl nirSc3aF (5 µM), 1 µl nirSrCD (5 µM), 2 µl PCR water, 1 µl template</td>
<td>30 s at 98°C, 30 s at 57°C, 30 s at 72°C × 40 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16S rRNA</td>
<td>341f CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG 797r GGACTACCAGGGTGCTAATCCTGTT</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>49, 50</td>
<td>5 µl SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR, 1 µl 341f (5 µM), 1 µl 797r (5 µM), 2 µl PCR water, 1 µl template</td>
<td>5 s at 98°C, 12 s at 60°C, 1 min at 95°C × 40 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as well as for the nitrite-reductase-encoding genes nirK and nirS were performed on DNA and cDNA samples. qPCR analyses were run on an iQ5 Real-Time PCR cycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, Germany) using SsoAdvanced UniversalSYBRGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad). Primers and protocols used are listed in Table 1.
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